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ABSTRACT

We use >9400 log(m/M�)>10 quiescent and star-forming galaxies at z . 2 in COSMOS/UltraVISTA

to study the average size evolution of these systems, with focus on the rare, ultra-massive population

at log(m/M�) > 11.4. The large 2-square degree survey area delivers a sample of ∼ 400 such ultra-

massive systems. Accurate sizes are derived using a calibration based on high-resolution images from

the Hubble Space Telescope. We find that, at these very high masses, the size evolution of star-

forming and quiescent galaxies is almost indistinguishable in terms of normalization and power-law

slope. We use this result to investigate possible pathways of quenching massive m > M∗ galaxies at

z < 2. We consistently model the size evolution of quiescent galaxies from the star-forming population

by assuming different simple models for the suppression of star-formation. These models include an

instantaneous and delayed quenching without altering the structure of galaxies and a central starburst

followed by compaction. We find that instantaneous quenching reproduces well the observed mass-

size relation of massive galaxies at z > 1. Our starburst+compaction model followed by individual

growth of the galaxies by minor mergers is preferred over other models without structural change

for log(m/M�) > 11.0 galaxies at z > 0.5. None of our models is able to meet the observations at

m > M∗ and z < 1 with out significant contribution of post-quenching growth of individual galaxies

via mergers. We conclude that quenching is a fast process in galaxies with m ≥ 1011M�, and that

major mergers likely play a major role in the final steps of their evolution.

Keywords: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: structure – galaxies: fundamental parameters

1. INTRODUCTION

Quiescent (or quenched) galaxies – here defined to

be galaxies that have heavily-suppressed specific star-

formation rates (specific SFRs) relative to the star-

forming “main sequence” (e.g., Daddi et al. 2007; Noeske

afaisst@ipac.caltech.edu; Twitter: @astrofaisst

et al. 2007) – host about half of the mass in stars in the

local Universe (Baldry et al. 2004), and have been ob-

served in substantial numbers as early as z ∼ 2 (e.g.,

Ilbert et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2013; Davidzon et al.

2017). Understanding the dominant processes respon-

sible for the shut-down of their star-formation (often

referred to as ”quenching”), as well as the connection

between these processes and galaxy structure are key for
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understanding the evolution of the whole galaxy popu-

lation over cosmic time.

Suppressed specific SFRs are not the only intrigu-

ing property of quiescent galaxies. At least in terms

of ’light’, these have on average substantially larger

spheroidal components and smaller half-light radii (Re)

compared to their star-forming counterparts at a given

stellar mass and redshift (e.g., Shen et al. 2003; Szomoru

et al. 2012; Cibinel et al. 2013b). At least in part this

size difference is likely contributed by ’nurture’, in par-

ticular post-quenching ’fading’ of stellar populations at

large radii (Tacchella et al. 2015; Carollo et al. 2016),

but it is also possible that part of the difference may

be imprinted by ’nature’, i.e., different formation pro-

cesses for spheroids and disks. Also intriguing is that

the population-averaged sizes of quiescent galaxies of

a given mass has increased by a factor of ∼ 3 since

z = 2. This average size growth is similar to that of

star-forming disk galaxies, which are expected and ob-

served to increase their individual (disk) sizes more or

less proportional to (1+z)−1, through continuous accre-

tion of gas from their halos (e.g., Mo et al. 1998; Oesch

et al. 2010a; Mosleh et al. 2012; Newman et al. 2012;

Huang et al. 2013; Shibuya et al. 2015; Mosleh et al.

2017). Individual quiescent galaxies form however by

definition no new stars, and thus their only channel for

individual mass and size growth is provided by gas-poor

mergers. Averaging over a large mass range, several

studies suggest indeed that mergers are important con-

tributors for the size growth of quiescent galaxies (e.g.,

Toft et al. 2007; Buitrago et al. 2008; Franx et al. 2008;

Stockton et al. 2008; Kriek et al. 2009; Williams et al.

2010; Newman et al. 2012; Oser et al. 2012; Whitaker

et al. 2012; Belli et al. 2014, 2015).

Analyses in thinner bins of stellar mass sug-

gest however a threshold mass – roughly around

m < M∗ ∼ 1011 M�, the characteristic mass of

the Schechter (Schechter 1976) fit to galaxy mass func-

tions1 – below and above which different mechanisms

may be responsible for the average size growth of qui-

escent galaxies. In particular, at m . M∗, a number of

studies indicate that the growth in average size of the

quiescent population is dominated by the addition of

larger galaxies at later times, as a result of the continuos

addition of newly quenched galaxies to the large-size-end

of the size function (Carollo et al. 2013a; Cassata et al.

2013; Saracco et al. 2014). This picture is substanti-

ated by the stellar ages of compact (older) and large

(younger) quiescent galaxies at a given stellar mass and

1 The value of M∗ is remarkably constant for star-forming and
quiescent galaxies and at all epochs since z ∼ 4; (see e.g. Ilbert
et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2014; Davidzon et al. 2017)

epoch (Saracco et al. 2011; Onodera et al. 2012; Car-

ollo et al. 2013a; Belli et al. 2015; Fagioli et al. 2016;

Williams et al. 2016). It is only above M∗ that dissi-

pationless mergers are expected to be important (e.g.,

Peng et al. 2010b) and all studies of galaxy sizes indeed

agree on them playing the dominant role in leading to

the growth of individual quiescent galaxies in mass and

size (Carollo et al. 2013a; Poggianti et al. 2013; Belli

et al. 2014, 2015).

The above results may indicate that different quench-

ing mechanisms could be at work below and above M∗.

Theoretically, there are many candidate mechanisms

for quenching (e.g., Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Croton

et al. 2006; Birnboim et al. 2007; Bournaud et al. 2007;

Kawata & Mulchaey 2008; Martig et al. 2009; Peng et al.

2010b; Feldmann et al. 2011; De Lucia et al. 2012; Hearin

et al. 2013; Cen 2014; Dekel & Burkert 2014; Mandelker

et al. 2014; Schaye et al. 2015; Tacchella et al. 2016b,a),

and identifying observationally the correct ones is a non-

negligible challenge – not least since, as discussed in Car-

ollo et al. (2013b) and demonstrated in (Lilly & Carollo

2016), correlations of observed quantities do not neces-

sarily indicate a causal relation between them.

Different quenching mechanisms are expected to act

on different time scales and result in different mor-

phological transformations of galaxies. Therefore, con-

straining these is an important step towards understand-

ing the dominant processes that lead to galaxy quies-

cence in these populations. For example, the cut-off

of gas inflow onto a star-forming galaxies is expected

to lead to the exhaustion of star-formation over long

timescales, which are set by the time needed for star

formation to consume the gas reservoir of a galaxy. It is

likely that the star formation ceases smoothly over the

galaxy’s disk thereby not significantly changing its ob-

served morphology. In contrast, a gas-rich major merger

might lead to a starburst and thus to a fast consumption

of gas on dynamical timescales of order 100− 200 Myrs.

Furthermore, a substantial change in the morphology of

the galaxies is expected with an apparent compaction in

light induced by the centrally confined starburst (e.g.,

Barro et al. 2013; Zolotov et al. 2015). A number of stud-

ies have focused their attention on quenching timescales

and their dependence on galaxy properties. For rela-

tively massive galaxies, and in particular satellites in

groups and clusters at low redshifts, there is growing

evidence that the transition from active star-formation

to quiescence takes of order 2− 4 Gyrs (von der Linden

et al. 2010; De Lucia et al. 2012; Cibinel et al. 2013a;

Mok et al. 2013; Trinh et al. 2013; Wetzel et al. 2013;

Hirschmann et al. 2014; Muzzin et al. 2014; Schawin-

ski et al. 2014; Taranu et al. 2014; Peng et al. 2015).

At redshifts of order z ∼ 2 and for massive galaxies,

Tacchella et al. (2015, 2016a) show that suppression of
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star-formation starts at the center of galaxies and slowly

progresses outwards on timescales of 1 − 3 Gyrs. It

is however unclear at this point whether the observed

centrally-suppressed specific SFRs are the outcome of a

“quenching mechanism” (e.g., through central gas and

stellar “compaction”; Dekel & Burkert 2014; Tacchella

et al. 2016b) or the natural outcome of inside-out galaxy

formation (e.g, Lilly & Carollo 2016).

In this paper we make a new attempt to constrain the

processes that quench massive, m > M∗ star-forming

galaxies at z < 2 via studying the timescales and mor-

phological changes using as diagnostic tool the size evo-

lution of both the star-forming and quiescent galaxy

populations at z < 2. We will show that this further

enables us to set constraints on the amount and proper-

ties of mergers in this massive population

It is now well established that studies of z ∼ 2 galaxies

crucially need imaging in the near-infrared in order to

measure their rest-frame optical properties (especially

sizes); the near-infrared images need to be furthermore

quite deep in order to detect the faint and fading stellar

populations of quiescent systems. Much progress has

been made using data from the HST CANDELS sur-

vey (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011). Very

massive galaxies are however rare, and increasingly so

at increasingly higher redshifts (with number densities

of less than 10−4 per Mpc3 at z > 1; Ilbert et al. 2013).

Assembling a sufficiently large number of such galaxies

to enable a statistical study requires imaging over a large

area of sky. With its two square-degree area coverage,

the Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS2, Scoville

et al. 2007) enables us to assemble a sample of more than

400 ultra-massive galaxies (UMGs, log(m/M�) > 11.4)

in the redshift range 0.2 < z < 2.5. Another advan-

tage of COSMOS is its > 30 pass-band coverage from

UV to IR wavelengths, which enables the derivation of

very accurate stellar masses and photometric redshifts.

Last but not least, the deep near-IR data of the Ul-

traVISTA survey on COSMOS (McCracken et al. 2012;

Laigle et al. 2016) allow an accurate separation of star-

forming and quiescent galaxies across this entire redshift

range (e.g., Ilbert et al. 2013). A drawback of the Ultra-

VISTA data is their seeing-limited Point Spread Func-

tion (PSF), which full width at half maximum (FWHM)

is typically about 0.8”, and therefore hampers the mea-

surement of reliable galaxy sizes. To overcome this lim-

itation, we correct the UltraVISTA size measurements

using as a calibration reference the ∼ 3% of the COS-

MOS area that is covered by the CANDELS/COSMOS

legacy survey.

2 http://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu/

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we

describe the datasets that we have used in this work. In

Section 3 we describe the selection criteria for separating

star-forming and quiescent UMGs, and in Section 4 the

procedure that we have followed to measure the galaxy

sizes. In the same Section we also present the calibra-

tion of the UltraVISTA sizes that we have performed

using the HST CANDELS size measurements for the

∼ 9000 galaxies for which both datasets are available.

The final (calibrated) size measurements are presented

and discussed in Section 5. In Section 6 we present our

model that we use to predict the average size evolu-

tion of quiescent galaxies through the redshift range of

our analysis. The model predictions are compared with

the observed size evolutions in Section 7, where we fur-

thermore describe the additional modifications to the

predicted trends that are introduced by galaxy mergers.

We summarize our main results in Section 8.

Note that: all magnitude are given in the AB sys-

tem (Gunn et al. 1986); stellar masses (m) are scaled

to a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF); we as-

sume a flat cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωm = 0.3, and

H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.

2. DATA

2.1. UltraVISTA near-IR imaging data

As mentioned in the previous section, near-IR data on

a large area is crucial for the study of massive galaxies

at high redshifts. Therefore, the backbone of this work

is the UltraVISTA survey carried out on the 4.1 meter

Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy

(VISTA) located at the Paranal observatory in Chile.

This survey covers 1.5 deg2 of the COSMOS field in the

near-infrared bands Y , J , H, and Ks. Specifically, we

use the (unpublished) UltraVISTA data-release (DR) 2

imaging data. Compared to DR1, this release has an

improvement in H-band by up to 1 magnitude in the

ultra-deep stripes (covering roughly 50% of the field)

and ∼ 0.2 magnitudes on the deep stripes. The typ-

ical exposure times per pixel are between 53 and 82

hours, leading to 5σ sensitivities of 25.4AB, 25.1AB,

24.7AB, and 24.8AB in Y , J , H, and Ks band within

2′′ aperture. The reduction of the imaging data is sim-

ilar to DR1 (see McCracken et al. 2012) and is briefly

outlined in the following: the data was taken in three

complete observing seasons between December 2009 and

May 2012. The individual science frames are visually in-

spected to remove bad frames (e.g., due to loss of auto-

guiding). Each frame is sky subtracted before stack-

ing which leads to a very flat combined image with a

very small variation in background flux. The combined

frames have an average H-band seeing of 0.75′′± 0.10′′.

The final photometric calibration is done by using non-

http://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu/
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saturated stars from the Two Micron All Sky Survey

(2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006) sample leading to an

absolute photometric error of less than 0.2 magnitudes.

2.2. Photometric redshift and stellar mass catalog

Our galaxy selection (see below) is based on the pub-

lic COSMOS/UltraVISTA catalog in which galaxies are

selected from a combined Y JHKs image (Ilbert et al.

2013). This has advantages compared to purely optical

selected catalogs as it more sensitive to galaxies with

red colors, e.g., dusty star-forming galaxies or quies-

cent galaxies with old stellar populations. The cata-

log comprises photometric redshifts, stellar masses, and

other physical quantities derived from SED fitting on

> 30 pass-bands from UV to IR (PSF homogenized)

for more than 250, 000 galaxies on COSMOS (see e.g.,

Capak et al. 2007; Ilbert et al. 2013). The photomet-

ric redshifts in that catalog are derived using Le Phare

(Arnouts et al. 2002; Ilbert et al. 2006) employing differ-

ent templates including a range of galaxy types from el-

liptical to young and star-forming. These redshifts have

been verified to have a precision of σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.01

up to z = 3 by comparison to a sample of more than

∼ 10.000 spectroscopically confirmed star-forming and

quiescent galaxies. Physical quantities (mass, SFR, etc)

are fitted by Le Phare at fixed photometric redshift

using a library of synthetic composite stellar popula-

tion models based on Bruzual & Charlot (2003). These

models include different dust extinctions (following a

Calzetti et al. (2000) dust extinction law), metallicities,

and star formation histories (following exponentially de-

clining τ models). Also, emission line templates are in-

cluded. The emission line flux is derived from the ob-

served UV light using empirical relations. All these pa-

rameters have been verified by a number of other fitting

routines including ZEBRA (Feldmann et al. 2008) and its
upgraded version ZEBRA+ (Oesch et al. 2010b; Carollo

et al. 2013a). The typical uncertainties in masses are on

the order of 0.3 dex. All quantities are computed for a

Chabrier (2003) IMF. The stellar masses are defined as

the integral of the star-formation histories of the galax-

ies, thus representing the total galaxy mass of a galaxy

rather than its mass in active stars. In the following,

the stellar masses quoted by other studies are converted

to total masses if necessary. These corrections, calcu-

lated using Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models with solar

metallicity and exponentially declining as well as con-

stant star formation histories, can be up to 0.2 dex for

quiescent galaxies with ages of 1 billion years and above,

while they are less substantial for star-forming galaxies.

2.3. CANDELS/COSMOS near-IR imaging data

To calibrate the sizes measured on the ground

based UltraVISTA imaging data, we make use of the
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Figure 1. Sample selection. Our sample of UMGs
(log(m/M�) > 11.4) at 0.2 < z < 2.5 is shown with large
symbols. The sample is split into quiescent (red circles) and
star-forming (blue squares) according to their location on the
rest-frame (NUV −r) vs. (r−J) diagram (see also Figure 2).
Other galaxies with log(m/M�) < 11.4 and H < 21.5AB
are shown in gray. The dark red line shows the 90% mass
completeness for star-forming (solid) and quiescent (dashed)
galaxies as described in the text. The low mass sample there-
fore consists of the galaxies shown in gray scale which are in
the dark red hatched region.

overlap between UltraVISTA and HST based CAN-

DELS/COSMOS survey (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer

et al. 2011). The latter covers 0.06deg2 on sky (roughly

1/25th of the total UltraVISTA field) in the WFC3/IR

F160W pass-band, similar to the UltraVISTA H-band,

however at a much high resolution (more than 8 times

smaller PSF). We use of the latest publicly available

data release of the COSMOS/F160W mosaic (by Febru-

ary 2013) with a total exposure time of 3200s and a

sensitivity of 26.9 AB (5σ for a point source).

3. THE SAMPLE

In the following, we describe the selection of mas-

sive galaxies at log(m/M�) > 11.4 building our main

galaxy sample as well as less massive galaxies (10.0 <

log(m/M�) < 11.4) that we use for the calibration of the

ground-based size measurements. Furthermore, we split

this sample into quiescent and star-forming galaxies.

3.1. High- and low-mass galaxies

The selection of the high- and low-mass galaxy sample

is based on the near-IR COSMOS/UltraVISTA photo-

metric catalog (as described above), which allows for the

selection of dusty star-forming and quiescent galaxies.
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Figure 2. Selection of quiescent (upper left of solid line) and star-forming (lower right of solid line) UMGs on the rest-frame
(NUV − r) vs. (r − J) diagram for 6 different redshift bins. The UMGs are color coded by their sSFR. This shows that the
color-color cut efficiently separates quiescent galaxies with log(sSFR/Gyr) ∼ −1 to −2. The gray background shows less massive
galaxies with H < 21.5AB in the same redshift bins.

We select a total sample of 403 massive galaxies sat-

isfying log(m/M�) > 11.4 and 0.2 < zphot < 2.5 (green

hatched region in Figure 1). We have verified these

galaxies visually to be real (i.e., not artifacts or stars).

The exact value of this mass limit has been chosen to

correspond to the 90% completeness limit at a H-band

magnitude of 21.5 AB at z < 2.5, which allows us pro-

vide reliable size measurements for these galaxies (see

Section 4). For the estimation of the mass complete-

ness we have used the identical method as described

in Pozzetti et al. (2010). With this mass cut, we se-

lect the most massive observable galaxies with a num-

ber density less than 10−4 Mpc−3 and 10−5 Mpc−3 at

z ∼ 0.5 and z ∼ 2. These galaxies may be the progen-
itors of today’s most massive galaxies, assuming these

most massive galaxies keep their ranking through cosmic

time. This is verified by more complicated methods of

progenitor selections, including the selection of galaxies

at a constant galaxy number density (Marchesini et al.

2014), or using semi-empirical models that take into ac-

count galaxy mergers (Behroozi et al. 2013).

The (mass complete) low-mass galaxy con-

trol/calibration sample is selected in a similar way

to have 10.0 < log(m/M�) < 11.4 and H < 21.5 AB.

The mass completeness limit at H = 21.5AB as a

function of redshift is shown in Figure 1 by the red

line (solid for star-forming and dashed for quiescent

galaxies). The low mass control sample (9000 galaxies

in total) is consequently selected to be above the

combined completeness limit of the star-forming and
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quiescent galaxies and satisfies three stellar mass bins of

10.0 < log(m/M�) < 10.5, 10.5 < log(m/M�) < 11.0,

and 11.0 < log(m/M�) < 11.4 with the corresponding

redshift ranges 0.2 < z < 0.45, 0.2 < z < 0.75, and

0.2 < z < 1.25.

3.2. Selection of quiescent and star-forming galaxies

We split our sample into quiescent and star-forming

galaxies by making use of the rest-frame (NUV −r) ver-

sus (r − J) color diagnostics (see Williams et al. 2009;

Ilbert et al. 2010; Carollo et al. 2013a; Ilbert et al. 2013).

In Figure 2 we show the rest-frame (NUV − r) ver-

sus (r − J) diagram for six different redshift bins with

our main sample of massive galaxies. The black line

in each panel divides the quiescent (upper left) from

the star-forming (lower right) galaxy population. Our

log(m/M�) > 11.4 galaxies are shown with large sym-

bols color coded by their specific star-formation rate

(sSFR ≡ SFR/m, the inverse of the mass doubling time

scale) derived from SED fitting. All the other galax-

ies at lower stellar masses in the same redshift bin and

H < 21.5AB are shown in gray scale. We find that the

color-color diagram efficiently isolates quiescent galaxies

with log(sSFR/Gyr) ∼ −1 to−2 (depending on redshift,

as expected). We note that this color selection is very

similar to the widely used (U − V ) versus (V − J) se-

lection but it is a slightly better indicator of the current

versus past star formation activity (e.g., Martin et al.

2007; Arnouts et al. 2007). We have verified that other

selections of quiescent and star-forming galaxies (e.g.,

by sSFR or (U − V ) versus (V − J)) do not change the

results of this paper.

4. SIZE MEASUREMENTS AND CALIBRATION

As we have already discussed in the introduction to

this paper, we are investigating the quenching pro-

cess in massive galaxies via the average size evolution

of star-forming and quiescent galaxies. Reliable size

measurements are therefore crucial. We denote with

”size” the observed semi-major axis half-light radius,

Re. While we benefit from the large area of the COS-

MOS/UltraVISTA survey to select very massive galax-

ies, its poor resolution and PSF hampers the accurate

measurement of galaxy structure parameters.

In this section, we lead in detail through (i) the de-

termination of a spatially varying PSF, (ii) the basic

measurement of galaxy sizes, and (iii) our 2-step size-

calibration procedure using simulated galaxies and the

HST based CANDELS imaging. Finally, we outline how

we correct for the band-shifting across redshift in our

sample.

4.1. Determination of the spatially varying PSF

Galaxy sizes are measured by the use of GALFIT, which

takes into account the effect of PSF (Peng et al. 2010a).

Therefore, the understanding of the PSF size (full width

at half maximum, FWHM), shape, and spatial variation

is crucial. We represent the 2-dimensional PSF at a

given position (x, y) by a Moffat profile (Moffat 1969):

F (x, y) =
β − 1

πα2

[
1 +

(
(x− µx)2 + (y − µy)2

α2

)]−β
,

(1)

where µx, µy, α, and β are free fitting parameters. The

FWHM of a PSF in this parametrization is given by

FWHM(α, β) = 2α
√

21/β − 1. (2)

This has been shown to be a good approximation for

ground based PSFs and has the advantage over a pure

Gaussian as it represents better the wings of the PSF

(e.g., Trujillo et al. 2001). In order to create a spa-

tially comprehensive PSF map, we select unsaturated

stars between 16 AB and 21 AB from the HST based

COSMOS/ACS IF814W -band catalog (Leauthaud et al.

2007). We select them according to their SExtractor

stellarity parameter (larger than 0.9) and using diag-

nostic diagrams as color vs. color and magnitude vs.

size. Furthermore, we inspect the stars visually and

make sure that there are no close companion stars (or

galaxies) visible on the ACS images.

For each of these more than 3000 stars, we extract a

10′′ × 10′′ image stamp from the UltraVISTA H-band

mosaic on which we will fit the PSF. We notice small

shifts of the center of the stars between ACS and Ultra-

VISTA data of a few tenths of arc seconds (likely caused

by small differences in the coordinate systems, the large

differences in the PSF size, and differences in the reso-
lution of the images) which we correct for. We then fit

the selected stars according to the above parametriza-

tion F (x, y|µx, µy, α, β). The accuracy and robustness of

the fitting method was verified by generating stars with

random FWHM between 0.2′′ < FWHM < 1.2′′, add

noise taken from real background images, and fit them

in the same way as the real data. This test shows that

we are able to recover the FWHM with an accuracy of

better than 0.05′′. As a last cut, we require less than 5%

difference between the model and data in the enclosed

flux up to 1.5 times the PSF FWHM. We end up with

∼ 800 PSF models across COSMOS/UltraVISTA. The

PSFs show variations in their FWHM between 0.65′′

and 0.80′′. We assign to each galaxy an average PSF

model created from the stars within 6′, which we use for

GALFIT.

4.2. Guess-parameters for surface brightness fitting
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In this section, we describe the determination of the

initial values which are fed to GALFIT. In order to have

consistency between the initial values and the actual

images on which we run GALFIT, we do not use the

values given in the public COSMOS/UltraVISTA cat-

alog, but we re-run Source Extractor (SExtractor, ver-

sion 2.5.0, Bertin & Arnouts (1996)) on the DR2 Ul-

traVISTA H-band images. We run SExtractor with

two different values of the DEBLEND MINCONT for a

better de-blending of galaxies next to brighter galax-

ies or stars. The SExtractor input parameters are

tuned manually in order to optimize the source ex-

traction. We mask (using Weightwatcher; Marmo &

Bertin 2008) each star identified on the HST based

COSMOS/ACS IF814W -band images by a circle with

a maximal radius rσ at which its flux decays to the

background flux level. This maximal radius (which de-

pends on the magnitude of the star) is determined by

fitting rσ as a function of magnitude for a couple of

different stars in a broad magnitude range. Further-

more, we match our catalog to the public UltraVISTA

catalog and compare the measured magnitudes, which

we find to be in excellent agreement. Finally, we ex-

tract each of our galaxies from our SExtractor cat-

alog to use the measured galaxy position (X IMAGE

and Y IMAGE ), magnitude (MAG AUTO), half-light

radius (FLUX RADIUS ), axis ratio (ratio of A IMAGE

and B IMAGE ), and position angle (THETA IMAGE )

as initial parameters for GALFIT.

4.3. Uncalibrated size measurements

We use GALFIT to fit single Sersic profiles

(parametrized by the half-light radius Re, Sersic

index n, total magnitude Mtot, axis ratio b/a, and

position angle θ) to the observed surface brightness

of our galaxies. As described in the previous section,

we use the SExtractor values measured on the DR2

COSMOS/UltraVISTA images as initial parameters.

For the Sersic index, which is not known a-priori, we

assume n = 2 (and let it vary between 0 < n < 8

during the fitting process). The size of the image cutout

on which GALFIT is run is variable between 71 × 71

and 301 × 301 pixels. The size is set to optimize the

estimate of local sky background and to minimize the

running time of GALFIT and is defined such that the

cutout contains three times more sky pixels than pixels

attributed to galaxy detections. Companion galaxies

on the image cutout are fit simultaneously with the

main galaxy if they are brighter than 25AB in H-band.

All other detections of fainter objects are masked out

and not taken into account in the χ2 minimization.

To access the stability of the fits, we run GALFIT in

two different configurations: In the first configuration

(referred to as “VARPOS”) we let GALFIT fit the center

of the galaxy within ±10 pixels of the SExtractor

input. In the second configuration (referred to as

“FIXPOS”) we fix the galaxy position to its initial

SExtractor value.

We select good fits (either from the FIXPOS or VAR-

POS run) by comparing the results from the two config-

urations. We require that (i) Re > 0.1 px, (ii) the fitted

position differ by less than
√

2/2 times the PSF FWHM

from the SExtractor input (iii) the Re of the two con-

figurations agree better than 50%, and (iv) the total

magnitude does not differ by more than 0.5 from the

SExtractor total magnitude. Roughly 70% of our total

sample galaxies satisfy these criteria and are used in the

following for accessing the size evolution as a function of

cosmic time. Due to their brightness and relatively large

size, the above criteria result in a negligible cut for our

massive log(m/M�) > 11.4 but in principle could affect

the following results and conclusions. We have inves-

tigated this in depth and find that mostly unresolved

galaxies are affected by this without any clear relation

with redshift. However, adding this small amount of

galaxies to our sample at log(m/M�) > 11.4 (keeping

their small sizes as lower limits) impacts the median

size versus redshift relations by less than 5% compared

to the general systematic uncertainties of the ground-

based sizes of up to 50%. Furthermore, star-forming and

quiescent galaxies are equally affected and therefore we

do not expect significant impacts on our results.

4.4. Correcting for measurement biases using

simulated galaxies

The measurement of galaxy structure is prone to

many biases as discussed by several authors (Cameron &

Driver 2007; Carollo et al. 2013a; Cibinel et al. 2013b).

Small and compact galaxies are affected by the PSF

(leading to an over-estimation of Re); large and ex-

tended galaxies suffer surface brightness dimming in the

outskirts (leading in under-estimation of Re). Although

GALFIT does take into account the effects of PSF and

therefore partially cures these problems it has its limits.

It is therefore important to investigate possible biases

and correct for them by using simulated galaxies. In

the following, we outline this first step in our 2-step cal-

ibration process in more detail.

4.4.1. Simulating galaxies

We use GALFIT to create ∼1.5 million model galax-

ies on a grid in (Re,Mtot, n, b/a)in parameter space:

0.2 < n < 10, 15 mag < Mtot < 26 mag, 0.2 < b/a < 1,

and 0.5 < Re < 15 pixels (corresponding to 0.075′′ <

Re < 2.250′′). The model galaxies are subsequently

convolved with a PSF, equipped with Poisson noise, and

added onto realistic sky backgrounds. For the latter, we

account for the fact that the sky background noise (σsky)
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Figure 3. Final calibration of sizes (in arc seconds) using the CANDELS imaging data. Shown are two different magnitude
bins below H = 21.5AB. The left panels show the comparison of semi-major half-light radii measured on CANDELS and
ground-based UltraVISTA images after correction of systematic biases and calibration. Orange and blue points show galaxies
with 0.1 < n < 2.5 and 2.5 < n < 8.0, the gray regions show 20%, 50%, and 100% discrepancies, and the black lines show
a running median with scatter (dashed black lines). Furthermore, the dashed horizontal (vertical) line shows the CANDELS
(UltraVISTA) PSF size. The right panels show the normalized histograms of log(Rcandels/Rultravista) for uncalibrated (empty)
and calibrated (filled/hatched) UltraVISTA size measurements. Without calibrations, the UltraVISTA sizes are substantially
under-estimated (tail towards large log(Rcandels/Rultravista)). This is true in particular for compact (n > 2.5) galaxies. The
histograms indicate an uncertainty for calibrated sizes of ∼50%. The gray regions show 20%, 50%, and 100% discrepancies.

varies across the COSMOS/UltraVISTA field by a fac-

tor 2 or more (mainly between the deep and ultra-deep

stripes). We compute σsky automatically in rectangles of

∼ 0.1×0.1 degrees across the field. For this end, we use

the SExtractor catalog (see Section 4.2) to mask out

all detections and fit σsky to the remaining non-masked

pixels by assuming a Gaussian noise distribution. In or-

der to make sure to remove all the light of galaxies and

stars, we increase their semi-major and semi-minor axis

as given by SExtractor by a factor of 10. We verify this

procedure by manually measuring σsky at random posi-

tions. To take into account the variations in PSF and

σsky we simulate galaxies in four different representa-

tions which will be interpolated in the end. We use two

bracketing PSFs (FWHM = 0.65′′ and 0.85′′) as well as

two bracketing σsky (5.5×10−6 and 2.0×10−5 counts/s).

On each of these model galaxies we run SExtractor and

GALFIT in the same manner as for the real galaxies (as
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described in Section 4.3) to obtain (Re,Mtot, n, b/a)out.

This allows us to derive a correction function and discuss

possible measurement biases as outlined below.

4.4.2. Correction function

We obtain a correction function, S(Re,Mtot, n, b/a),

in an identical fashion as in Carollo et al. (2013a) and

we refer the reader to this paper for additional details.

We construct S such that it returns a 4 dimensional

median correction vector (∆Re,∆Mtot,∆n,∆b/a) for

each point in measured (Re,Mtot, n, b/a)meas param-

eter space. The median correction vector is con-

structed as the difference between the median of

the 50 closest (Re,Mtot, n, b/a)out (with respect to

(Re,Mtot, n, b/a)meas) and the median of their true val-

ues (Re,Mtot, n, b/a)in. We obtain this correction vector

for each combination of PSF and σsky. The final correc-

tion vector is then obtained by an interpolation of the

grid at the PSF and σsky attributed to the galaxy for

which the correction is computed.

Because of our imposed magnitude cut of bright H =

21.5 AB, the correction in size (usually over-estimated)

is on the order of less than 20%. The simulations also

show that the detection rate of galaxies is 100% in the

worst case up to half-light sizes of at least 3′′ at H =

21.5 AB, corresponding to a surface brightness limit of

∼ 25.2 mag arcsec−2. This size corresponds to ∼ 25 kpc

(∼ 20 kpc) at z ∼ 2 (z ∼ 0.5).

The correction function allows an assessment of detec-

tion limits and a first correction for measurement biases.

However, the simulated galaxies are ideal cases. The

overlap between UltraVISTA and CANDELS is ideal to

do a more thorough calibration of our size measurement.

4.5. Final calibration of size measurements using

CANDELS

The second step of our calibration process consists

of the comparison of our measured (and corrected with

S) sizes with HST based structural measurements on

COSMOS/CANDELS, which has an overlap of 3% with

the central part of COSMOS. Because of the 2.5 times

higher resolution and 4 times smaller PSF of the HST

images, we consider the HST based size measurements to

reflect the true galaxy sizes. We first measure the sizes

of galaxies on the publicly available CANDELS F160W

mosaic as these closest match the UltraVISTA H-band

data. For this end, we use SExtractor in order to ex-

tract the sources and to get the initial parameters for

GALFIT in the same manner as described above for the

UltraVISTA based measurements. Subsequently, we run

GALFIT for the extracted sources in the two configura-

tions FIXPOS and VARPOS thereby applying the same

selection criteria for good fits as described in Section 4.3.

Furthermore, we apply the a correction function S as

done before but with PSF and σsky matching those of

the COSMOS/CANDELS images. In turn, we find cor-

rections less than 5% for galaxies at H < 21.5 AB. As a

further check, we compare the size measurements to the

public available COSMOS/CANDELS size catalog by

van der Wel et al. (2012) and find excellent agreement.

The comparison between the HST-based (Rcandels)

and ground-based (Rultravista) galaxy sizes and their cal-

ibration is shown in Figure 3. Shown are galaxies with

Sersic indices n < 2.5 (blue) and n > 2.5 (orange) mea-

sured on the ground-based images in two magnitude bins

at H < 21.5AB (top and bottom row). Looking at the

empty histograms (showing the log-ratio of the sizes) on

the right panels we see an under-estimation of Rultravista

by a factor 3 and more which we find to happen preferen-

tially for galaxies smaller than the (UltraVISTA) PSF

radius (∼ 0.3′′) and with large Sersic n (i.e., compact

light distribution). Furthermore, an over-estimation of

galaxy sizes preferentially happening for large galaxies

(Re > 2′′) with small Sersic n.

We calibrate our ground-based size measurements by

constructing a calibration function C(Re,Mtot, n, b/a)

in a similar way as described in Section 4.4.2. Going

back to Figure 3, the measurements with the calibra-

tion function applied are shown in the filled and hatched

histograms on the right two panels (for different mag-

nitudes and n). Furthermore, the left panels show the

1-to-1 comparison of the size measurements with a run-

ning median with 1σ scatter (dashed). The compar-

ison of the fully calibrated sizes with the HST based

size measurements show that we are able to recover Re
on UltraVISTA to an accuracy of better than 50% (1σ

scatter). As shown in Figure 3, the uncertainty of the

calibrated sizes of galaxies close to the resolution limit

of UltraVISTA can be up to a factor of three. We note

that less than 5% of our massive log(m/M�) > 11.4 are
unresolved and thus could have much larger uncertain-

ties.

4.6. Correction for internal color gradients

Mostly negative internal color gradients are ubiqui-

tously measured in star-forming galaxies up to at least

z ∼ 3, whereas this effect is much less strong in qui-

escent galaxies (Cassata et al. 2010; Bond et al. 2011;

Szomoru et al. 2011; Wuyts et al. 2012; Cibinel et al.

2013a; Pastrav et al. 2013; Bond et al. 2014; Hem-

mati et al. 2014; Vulcani et al. 2014). The observed

color gradients are caused by different stellar popula-

tions and dust attributed to inside-out growth of galax-

ies and therefore depend on galaxy age, stellar mass,

redshift, and star-formation activity. Such color gra-

dients cause the observed size to change as a function

of wavelengths. Vice versa, at a fixed observed wave-

length the observed size of galaxies changes as a func-
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Figure 4. Size evolution as a function of redshift of star-forming and quiescent galaxies at different masses. Panel (A)
– For quiescent (open, red) and star-forming (filled, red) UMGs at log(m/M�) > 11.4 with fits (dashed, solid red lines).
Spectroscopically confirmed quiescent UMGs from the literature (Krogager et al. 2014; Onodera et al. 2014; Belli et al. 2015)
are shown as black circles (median in two redshift bins with scatter). Clearly, star-forming UMGs are systematically offset to
larger observed sizes at all redshifts. However, this offset is smaller compared to lower masses (shown in gray from literature).
The thin error bars show the 1σ scatter and the thick error bars show the error on the median. Panels (B) through (D) –
Comparison of our size measurements (color points, up to redshift where mass complete) with measurements in the literature
in gray for 11.0 < log(m/M�) < 11.4, 10.5 < log(m/M�) < 11.0, and 10.0 < log(m/M�) < 10.5, respectively. The lines
(dashed: quiescent, solid: star-forming) are fits to the size evolution by van der Wel et al. (2014). The filled (open) symbols
show measurements of star-forming (quiescent) galaxies from Carollo et al. (2013a) (diamonds) and van der Wel et al. (2014)
(triangles). The good agreement to our measurements shows that our measurement are not biased.

tion of redshift since the rest-frame wavelengths shifts.

The effect of color gradients may introduce artificial ef-

fects in the size evolution across redshift. Several studies

have constrained this effect using observations at differ-

ent wavelengths for different types of galaxies and stellar

masses at various redshifts (e.g., Kelvin et al. 2012; van

der Wel et al. 2014; Lange et al. 2015). Typical gradi-

ents for galaxies at log(m/M�) = 10 are on the order

of |∆ logR/∆ log λ| = 0.1−0.3 depending on data qual-

ity, resolution, and redshift. This leads to corrections in
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size of 10 − 50% over a wavelength range of rest-frame

0.5 − 1.0µm. In the following, we use the parameteri-

zation by Lange et al. (2015) to correct our size mea-

surements for internal color gradients. However, other

parametrization (e.g., van der Wel et al. 2014) result in

similar corrections and do not change the results of this

paper.

4.7. Verification of accuracy of size measurement

Because our measurements at log(m/M�) > 11.4 are

unique so far, we cannot directly check whether these

are reasonable.

In the following, we use our (fully calibrated and

mass complete) low-mass control samples at 10.0 <

log(m/M�) < 11.4 (see Section 3.1) to investigate pos-

sible systematics in our size measurement.

In panels B through D of Figure 4 we compare our

measured size evolution of quiescent (open, color) and

star-forming (filled, color) galaxies to measurements

taken from the literature (gray lines and symbols; Car-

ollo et al. 2013a; van der Wel et al. 2014). The latter are

based on high-resolution HST imaging and corrected for

color gradients in the same way as we do here. We find

a very good agreement with our measurements.

In panel A we compare our final size evolution at

log(m/M�) > 11.4 to spectroscopically confirmed quies-

cent galaxies at the same stellar mass in two redshift bins

from the literature as black circles (Krogager et al. 2014;

Onodera et al. 2014; Belli et al. 2015). These galaxies

reside well within the 1−2σ scatter of our measurements

(indicated by the thin error bar), although at the lower

end. This can be explained by the higher success rate

of spectroscopic surveys for compact galaxies with high

surface brightness.

Concluding, we do not expect any severe systematic

biases in our measurements.

5. RESULTS: SIZE EVOLUTION OF VERY

MASSIVE GALAXIES

5.1. Size evolution of massive galaxies

In Figure 4 (panel A) we show the final median size

evolution with cosmic time of our massive log(m/M�) >

11.4 quiescent (red, open) and star-forming (red, filled)

galaxies. These are compared to literature measure-

ments at lower masses (Carollo et al. 2013a; van der Wel

et al. 2014, gray lines and symbols) and spectroscop-

ically confirmed quiescent galaxies at z > 1 (Krogager

et al. 2014; Onodera et al. 2014; Belli et al. 2015, median

in two redshift bins, black open points). The dashed

and solid line show fits to the size evolution of quiescent

and star-forming galaxies, respectively, parametrized as

Re = B × (1 + z)−β . We find a slope β = 1.22 ± 0.20

and β = 1.18±0.15 for quiescent and star-forming galax-

ies with log(m/M�) > 11.4, respectively. Note that this

slope is statistically identical in contrast to lower masses

where quiescent galaxies show a faster size increase with

cosmic time than star-forming galaxies on average. Also,

very massive star-forming galaxies are only ∼ 20% larger

on average at a fixed redshift and stellar mass, whereas

at lower masses the different can be as large as a factor

of two (see gray lines).

5.2. The stellar mass vs. size relation

The relation between stellar mass and size (MR re-

lation) has been measured so far on statistically large

samples at log(m/M�) < 11.0. Our measurement on a

large sample of galaxies at log(m/M�) > 11.4 enables us

to provide an additional data point at high masses. In

Figure 5, we show the MR relation in three redshift bins

measured over two orders of magnitudes in stellar mass.

Shown are our data at log(m/M�) > 11.4 (large filled

dots) for quiescent (red) and star-forming (blue) galax-

ies as well as measurement at lower masses. The latter

include the 3D-HST survey (cloud of thin points, van

der Wel et al. 2014), spectroscopically confirmed quies-

cent galaxies at z > 1 (crosses, asterisks, and pluses,

Krogager et al. 2014; Onodera et al. 2014; Belli et al.

2015), and galaxies at z < 0.1 with measurements in g-

band from the Galaxy and Mass Assembly survey (small

points with error bars, Driver et al. 2011; Lange et al.

2015). The large blue and red symbols show the median

size of star-forming and quiescent galaxies in different

stellar mass bins. The lines show the corresponding log-

linear fits (Re(m) ∝ mα, see Table 1) to the medians

with errors from bootstrapping.

Table 1. Power-law slope (Re(m) ∝ mα) of the stellar

mass vs. size relation at z > 0.5 (this work includ-

ing 3D-HST and spectroscopically confirmed quiescent

galaxies) as well as integrated over cosmic time at lower

redshifts (see references).

redshift range star-forming quiescent Reference

αsf αqu

z ∼ 0 0.14 to 0.39 0.56 (1)

z < 0.1 0.19± 0.02 0.41± 0.06 (2)

0.5 < z < 1.0 0.30± 0.10 0.55± 0.05 This work

1.0 < z < 1.5 0.22± 0.08 0.62± 0.09 This work

1.5 < z < 2.0 0.14± 0.06 0.59± 0.15 This work

z < 3 0.22± 0.05 0.75± 0.05 (3)

Table 1 continued
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0.5 < z < 1.0
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Figure 5. Mass versus size relation for quiescent (red) and star-forming (blue) galaxies for the combined sample of 3D-HST
at log(m/M�) . 11.5 (thin dots) and our sample of massive galaxies with log(m/M�) > 11.4 (large points). Also included are
spectroscopically confirmed quiescent galaxies from Onodera et al. (2014, pluses), Krogager et al. (2014, crosses), and Belli et al.
(2015, asterisks) at various masses as well as z < 0.1 galaxies from Lange et al. (2015, small dots with error bars). The medians
in mass bins (large points with error bars) are fit linearly in log-space for three redshift bins using a least-square method (red
and blue points with error bars indicating error on the median). The logarithmic slope α (Re ∝ mα) is indicated for star-forming
and quiescent galaxies. We note the large dispersion of sizes at high masses, consistent with the findings of Mancini et al. (2010).

Table 1 (continued)

redshift range star-forming quiescent Reference

αsf αqu

(1) Shen et al. (2003). For star-forming galaxies they fit α =
0.14 at log(m/M�) < 10.6 and α = 0.39 at log(m/M�) >
10.6.

(2) Lange et al. (2015)

(3) van der Wel et al. (2014). Report no significant change in
slope over 0 < z < 3.

The MR relation of quiescent galaxies is much steeper

than for star-forming galaxies. The average sizes of

quiescent and star-forming galaxies are comparable at

log(m/M�) ∼ 11.5 independent of redshift. The loga-

rithmic slope of the MR relation (〈αqu〉 ∼ 0.6 for quies-

cent and 〈αsf〉 ∼ 0.2 for star-forming galaxies) does not

evolve significantly with cosmic time. Also, it is very

consistent with the measurements in the local universe

(z < 0.1; Shen et al. 2003; Lange et al. 2015) finding

values between αqu ∼ 0.35− 0.60 and αsf ∼ 0.15− 0.25

for quiescent and star-forming galaxies, respectively (see

also Figure 5). The study by van der Wel et al. (2014)

finds steeper slopes for quiescent galaxies (α ∼ 0.75),

likely due to missing very massive quiescent galaxies at

log(m/M�) > 11.5. The constant slope of the MR re-

lation is indicative of a constant relation between the

growth of galaxies in size (e.g., due to accretion) and

stellar mass over cosmic time.

Finally, we note that a recent study by Peng et al.

(2015) suggests that the bulk of star-forming z ∼ 0

galaxies at log(m/M�) < 11 are being quenched via

strangulation3 within ∼ 4 Gyrs. We would therefore

expect the m − Re relation of star-forming galaxies at

z ∼ 0.5 and log(m/M�) < 11.0 to be similar to the

relation of the quiescent galaxies at z ∼ 0 if the ob-

served sizes of the galaxies do not change during or after

quenching. This is, however, not seen from the left panel

of Figure 5 showing that star-forming galaxies ∼ 4 Gyrs

ago are significantly (up to factor two) larger than local

quiescent galaxies at log(m/M�) < 11.0. This “ten-

sion” can be alleviated by post-quenching disk-fading,

which would substantially decrease the observed sizes of

quiescent galaxies and is shown to be at work at low red-

shifts (Carollo et al. 2014) and most likely also at z ∼ 2

(Tacchella et al. 2015, 2016a). In addition to this, at

high redshifts, morphological transformation as a result

of quenching cannot be ruled out.

3 Strangulation means the supply of cold gas is halted and thus
star formation is shut down.
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Figure 6. Tracks of our model galaxies on the SFR vs. stellar mass (left) and SFR vs. redshift (right) plane. We show the
evolution of three sets of galaxies with different initial stellar masses at z = 2.5 (log(m/M�) = 9, 10, and 11 shown in green
circles, orange squares, and blue diamonds, respectively). The big symbols show the SFR in redshift bins with ∆z ∼ 0.3. The
redshifts are indicated as numbers in the symbols on the left panel and the median stellar mass in each redshift bin is shown as
numbers in the lower part of the right panel. The error bars represent 1σ errors. The lines show five randomly chosen individual
galaxies in each of the sets with different initial masses. The insets show the quiescent fraction fq as a function of stellar mass
marginalized over all redshifts (left panel) and as a function of redshift marginalized over all stellar masses (right panel).

6. MODEL FOR THE SIZE EVOLUTION OF

MASSIVE QUIESCENT GALAXIES

The similar sizes at a given redshift of star-forming

and quiescent galaxies at log(m/M�) > 11.0 at all red-

shifts z < 2 suggest a very close connection of these

galaxies. This might have important implications on the

process that quenches these galaxies. In this section, we

investigate this further by modeling the size evolution

of quiescent galaxies thereby applying different assump-

tions on the quenching process.

6.1. Evolution of star-forming model galaxies

Our model assumes that galaxies – as long as they

are forming stars – evolve along the star-forming main-

sequence (MS) spanned by stellar mass and SFR. In

addition, we assign our model galaxies a half-light ra-

dius Re and a gas fraction fgas using empirical relations

and observations. The galaxies get eventually quenched

in concordance with the observed quiescent fraction ob-

served as a function of redshift and stellar mass. As fidu-

cial model for quenching we assume an instantaneous

(on-the-spot) quenching process without any change in

the structure (i.e., half-light size Re) of the galaxies. We

complement this model with two additional models fea-

turing a structural change (compaction due to starburst)

as well as a delayed quenching. These different assump-

tions of quenching processes are explained in more detail

later on.

The main steps of our empirical model are the follow-

ing.

• Our model starts at z = 2.5 and uses the ob-

served stellar mass function by Ilbert et al. (2013)

as initial condition for the mass distribution of

the 100, 000 simulated star-forming galaxies with

stellar masses between 7 < log(m/M�) < 12.

The initial mass distribution and fraction of quies-

cent galaxies is derived from the quiescent fraction
fq(m, z) at a given redshift and stellar mass (Fig-

ure 7).

• We evolve the stellar mass and SFR of star-

forming galaxies along their MS, for which we use

the parameterization by Schreiber et al. (2015)

compiled from deep Herschel observations. We

verified that the use of other parameterizations

of the MS does not change the results and con-

clusions of this work. Furthermore, we assign to

each of the star-forming model galaxies gas frac-

tions fgas(m, z) from our compilation of literature

as outlined in Appendix A as well as sizes accord-

ing to the measured size vs. stellar mass relation

Re(m, z) for star-forming galaxies (including our

new measurements at log(m/M�) > 11.0). When

drawing values from the above empirical relations,

we also include the observed scatter, which we

characterized by a gaussian centered on the me-
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dian. The typical scatter for the MS and MR re-

lation is assumed to be ∼ 0.3 dex.

• At each redshift, we quench galaxies in mass bins

randomly such that the model quiescent fraction

reproduces the observed fq(m, z). After a galaxy is

quenched, we set its gas fraction and SFR to zero.

The remaining gas is added instantaneously to the

stellar mass under the simple assumption that the

gas is fully converted into stars and not stripped.

Depending on the quenching model (see below),

the new stars are either distributed evenly in the

galaxy’s disk or in a central region of 1 kpc. We

also do not implement the rejuvenation of galaxies

once they are quiescent.

For visualization purposes, example tracks of our

model galaxies with different initial stellar masses at

z = 2.5 as well as the fraction of quiescent galaxies (fq)

are shown in Figure 6.

6.2. Quenching of model galaxies

We implement three simple models that should

bracket different pathways of quenching processes. In

the following, we describe these in more detail.

Instantaneous / no structural change. This is

our fiducial model in which galaxies quench instanta-

neously without any structural change. A physical sce-

nario could be the cut off of cold gas inflow by the

heating of the gas in massive dark matter halos above

1012 M� (e.g., Croton et al. 2006). The galaxy then

consumes its remaining gas according to its SFR on the

star-forming MS and increases its mass evenly in its disk.

Instantaneous / compaction. In this model, the

galaxy decreases its overall size (compaction) due to an

increase of its surface density instantaneously after the

shut down of star formation. We assume that this com-
paction is triggered by a starburst in the inner 1 kpc

region of the galaxy, which may be induced by a major

merger event (e.g., Barro et al. 2013). We compute the

decrease in overall half-light radius after the starburst

by adding the gas of the galaxy in a 1 kpc bulge compo-

nent characterized by a n = 4 Sersic profile to the disk

dominated (n = 1) star-forming galaxy. For simplicity

we assume that all of the gas mass is turned into stars

in the bulge component. Furthermore we assume that

the bulge component has the same mass-to-light ratio

as the disk such that the ratio in luminosity of the bulge

component and the disk is proportional to the ratio of

stellar mass added to the bulge and stellar mass in the

disk.

Delayed / no structural change. This model is

similar to our fiducial model, however, the quenching

does not happen instantaneously, but with a delay. A

possible scenario could be the slow consumption of gas
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Figure 7. Fraction of quiescent galaxies, fq(m, z), as a func-
tion of redshift for different bins in stellar mass (color). The
lines show continuous fractions derived from the ratio of the
stellar mass function of quiescent and star-forming galaxies
from Ilbert et al. (2013). The symbols show the fraction
derived from mass complete samples in UltraVISTA.

off the star-forming MS after the gas supply onto the

galaxy is cut off. We assume the delay (i.e., the time

the galaxy spends in the green valley) to be 50% of the

cosmic time between the start of quenching and z = 2.5

(∼ 800 Myrs at z = 1.5 and ∼ 3 Gyrs at z = 0.5).

7. DISCUSSION

We now compare the predicted size evolution of quies-

cent galaxies from our simple empirical models with ob-

servations to investigate possible processes that quench

massive galaxies at z < 2. Figure 8 shows the MR

relation of our quiescent model galaxies (symbols) to-

gether with the observed relations for star-forming (blue

- hatched and dashed line) and quiescent (red - hatched

and solid line), respectively. The width of the hatched

bands and the error bars on the points represent the

scatter in the observe as well as modeled relations. The

different quenching models are shown in different colors

and symbols as indicated in the legend.

Focusing on galaxies above the characteristic knee of

the stellar mass function (log(M∗) ∼ 10.8, e.g., Ilbert

et al. 2013; Davidzon et al. 2017) we note the following.

(i) The instantaneous quenching model without al-

tering the structure of the galaxies (green cir-

cles) predicts the quiescent MR relation well at all

masses at z > 0.5. However, this model under-

predicts the sizes of the most massive galaxies

(log(m/M�) ∼ 11.5) at z < 0.5.
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Figure 8. The observed MR relation in three redshift bins of star-forming (blue, hatched) and quiescent (red, hatched) galaxies
together with our three different quenching models (symbols). The filled symbols show the models without mergers and the
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quenched. The models suggest a fast quenching of massive (log(m/M�) > 11) galaxies at z > 1. In order to reproduce the MR
relation at lower redshifts, a series of minor mergers is necessary. The same is true for quenching and compaction via major
mergers.

(ii) The instantaneous quenching model followed by a

compaction triggered by a starburst within a 1 kpc

central region (orange squares), predicts well the

sizes of log(m/M�) < 11 galaxies down to z ∼ 0.5,

but under-predicts the sizes at later times as well

as at higher masses.

(iii) The delayed quenching model without structural

change (blue diamonds) is only able to explain the

MR relation at log(m/M�) > 11 at the highest

redshifts, but under-predicts the sizes at lower red-

shifts by factors of 2 − 3. It reproduces well the

relations at log(m/M�) < 11 and z < 1.

We explain and interpret these findings in more detail

in the following sub-sections.

7.1. Slow versus fast quenching at m > M∗

The star formation in very massive galaxies can be

shut down without significant structural change of the

light profile by cutting off the gas supply onto the galax-

ies. In current theoretical models and simulations, this

can be achieved in galaxies with massive dark matter

halos of mDM > 1012 M�, which cause the infalling gas

to be heathen up (e.g., Croton et al. 2006). This may

result in a uniform decrease of the star formation in

the galaxy’s disk without altering its structure signifi-

cantly. Taking the above results at face value suggests

that if there is no net structural change after the turn-off

of star formation, massive galaxies (log(m/M�) > 11)

have to transition from star-forming to quiescent on

relatively short time scales. This is suggested by the

fact that our fiducial model (instantaneous quenching)

is able to reproduce the sizes of galaxies at these stellar

masses reasonably well, at least in the two upper red-

shift bins at z & 0.5. An instantaneous quenching might

be too much of a simplification and a non-zero quench-

ing time is suggested by recent observational studies

(e.g., Schawinski et al. 2014; Peng et al. 2015). Our

delayed quenching model works well for redshifts z & 1

and log(m/M�) > 11, where the delay times are shorter

than 1−1.5 Gyrs according to our definition (50% of the

difference in cosmic time between the quenching event

and z = 2.5). Note that this is compatible with the time

a galaxy on the star-forming MS needs to consume all

of its gas given its main-sequence gas fraction and SFR:

less than 1−2 Gyrs for a galaxy at log(m/M�) > 11 and

z > 0.5 (e.g., Tacconi et al. 2017). Note that our delayed

model over-predicts the sizes of galaxies at m < M∗ at

z > 1. This would suggest that the delay as defined here

is not long enough and instead a longer delay (2 Gyrs or

more) is favored. This mass dependence of the quench-

ing time (i.e., slow vs. fast quenching) is also strongly

suggested by recent simulations (e.g., Hahn et al. 2016)

and could be explained by different quenching processes

taking place at different stellar masses and as a function

of environment the galaxies are living in.

7.2. Merger-induced starbursts and compaction

It is suggested that mergers play an important role in

shaping galaxies at high stellar masses. Thus a smooth

quenching without significantly altering the structure of

a galaxy is likely too simplistic. Our model of a merger-

triggered compact starburst inducing a fast consump-

tion of gas and quiescence therefore might be a better

approach to characterize the quenching mechanism at
high redshifts and high stellar masses. As shown in Fig-
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ure 8, such a scenario under-predicts the sizes of massive

quiescent galaxies by factors of two or more at all red-

shifts. If such a scenario is the dominant way of quench-

ing massive galaxies, then the galaxies have to grow in-

dividually to meet the observed MR relation. This is

similar to the fast-track quenching mechanism proposed

by Barro et al. (2013) (see also Zolotov et al. 2015) in

which galaxies experience a compaction phase with sub-

sequent growth due to minor and major mergers. Note

that changing the parameters of this particular model

does not significantly change this conclusion. For ex-

ample, assuming a 2 kpc central starburst would only

increase the sizes by ∼ 50% and still leads to a signifi-

cant under-prediction.

7.3. Post-quenching growth through mergers in

massive galaxies

Figure 8 shows that all of our bracketing models in

some cases severely under-predict the sizes of quiescent

galaxies above M∗ and z . 1. One possible way to bring

the models in agreement with observations is to intro-

duce a series of minor and/or major mergers following

the quenching event. We investigate this further by as-

suming a simple toy model in which 90% of the quiescent

galaxies above log(M∗) ∼ 10.8 experience ten 1 : 10 mi-

nor mergers during their lives after being quenched. We

choose this case because minor mergers are more com-

mon and are dominantly increasing the size of galaxies

and less their stellar mass. For the implementation of

this model, we assume that the virial condition holds

for gas-poor ellipticals and compute the resulting size

increase (∆Re) as a function of the merger mass fraction

(∆m) and change in velocity dispersion (∆σ) during the

merger event as

∆Re = ∆m

(
1

∆σ

)2

, (3)

where ∆Re =
Re,post

Re,pre
, ∆m =

mpost

mpre
, and ∆σ =

σpost

σpre

are the ratios of quantities before (“pre”) and after

(“post”) the merging event. We assume that the change

in the velocity dispersion is negligible during the merger

event, i.e., ∆σ ∼ 1 (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2009; Oser et al.

2012).

The open symbols in Figure 8 show the impact of post-

quenching mergers on our previous results. The addi-

tion of a series of minor mergers to our instantaneous

quenching + compaction model (orange open squares)

leads indeed to a good agreement with the observed MR

relation at z > 0.5 at all stellar masses probed here. We

note, however, that the sizes of massive m > M∗ galax-

ies are still under-estimated at z < 0.5. It is therefore

likely that, if the compaction model holds, these galax-

ies must experience more minor mergers cumulatively

than anticipated in our simple merger toy model. Alter-

natively, massive galaxies at later cosmic times might

be quenched via other paths that do not include a com-

paction phase, such as heating of cold gas alone. Such

a possibility is shown by our fiducial model with post-

quenching minor mergers (green open circles), which is

able to predict the sizes of massive galaxies at z < 0.5

well (however, fails at high redshifts). We note that

Equation 3 describes the effect of size growth by major

mergers. Instead, strictly speaking, the size growth due

to minor mergers is expected to be steeper (∆R ∝ ∆mα

with α > 1, e.g., Bezanson et al. 2009; Naab et al. 2009),

which would decrease the number of mergers needed in

our model. For example, assuming α = 2, we find that

only ∼ 30% of the galaxies at log(m/M�) > 10.8 are

needed to experience a 1 : 10 merger in order to meet

the observations.

Finally, we note that mergers for low-redshift (z < 1)

less-massive (m < M∗) are not needed to bring our mod-

els in agreement with observations. This is in line with

the idea that the size evolution of quiescent galaxies be-

low log(m/M�) ∼ 11 with cosmic time is mainly driven

by the addition of newly quenched galaxies, while at

higher masses it is more dominated by individual growth

due to mergers (e.g., Carollo et al. 2014; Belli et al.

2015).

8. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

We use the size evolution of massive star-forming and

quiescent galaxies as an independent diagnostic tool to

investigate the process of quenching at log(m/M�) > 11

and z . 2. To this end, we measure the half-light size

evolution of a large sample of very massive star-forming

and quiescent galaxies at log(m/M�) & 11.4 on the

2-square degree survey field of COSMOS/UltraVISTA.

We find the size evolution of both populations of galaxies

at log(m/M�) > 11.4 to be similar in slope and nor-

malization and to be consistent with the extrapolation

of the mass versus size relation from lower masses.

In order to investigate different quenching mechanisms

and the impact of mergers, we predict the MR relation of

massive m > M∗ quiescent galaxies within our simple

empirical models as a function of redshift. Our main

results are the following.

• Massive galaxies quench fast. Models with instan-

taneous quenching or short delay of up to ∼ 1 Gyr

are able to predict the sizes of quenching galaxies

at z > 1 and m > M∗. Longer quenching times

are more favored at lower masses and redshifts.

• A more realistic model incorporating a compaction

phase (e.g., due to merger-triggered central star-

burst within 1 kpc) followed by quiescence and

subsequent individual growth by mergers is able
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to reproduce the observed MR relation of massive

m > M∗ quiescent galaxies at all redshifts.

• None of our models is able to predict the size evo-

lution of m > M∗ galaxies at low redshifts (z . 1).

We show that with 1 : 10 minor mergers for 90%

of the quiescent galaxies at m > M∗ the models

can be brought into agreement with observations.

In contrast, no mergers are needed at lower stellar

masses in agreement with the size evolution being

driven by the addition of bigger, newly quenched

galaxies.

It is important to note that we are not able to distin-

guish the dominant pathways of quenching of massive

quiescent galaxies with our simple models as these yield

very similar predictions for the size evolution. Nonethe-

less, our study suggests that quenching is likely a fast

process at the stellar masses probed here with a sig-

nificant involvement of mergers in the post-quenching

growth of massive galaxies. For further distinguishing

these models, more information on the (resolved) struc-

tural properties of the galaxies is necessary. This will be

possible with high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy

of massive quiescent galaxies by the HST or the James

Webb Space Telescope.
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Figure A1. Gas fraction as a function of redshift in the four different stellar mass bins (different panels). The black and
gray symbols show literature values measured from individual galaxies (black squares: PHIBSS at z ∼ 1 − 1.5, Tacconi et al.
(2013); black diamonds: COLDGASS at z ∼ 0, Saintonge et al. (2011); gray points: lensed and other star-forming galaxies from
Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2014) and references therein). The hatched region is a fit (fgas(m, z)) to the measured individual
galaxies including uncertainty as described in the text. For comparison, the color symbols show fgas derived from the Kennicutt-
Schmidt relation for the UltraVISTA galaxies. Note that these are not used in the fitting.
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APPENDIX

A. THE GAS FRACTION FGAS(M,Z)

We use studies from the literature to fit an empirical relation fgas(m, z), which is used in our models. The data used

include PHIBSS at z ∼ 1− 1.5 (Tacconi et al. 2013) and COLDGASS at z ∼ 0 (Saintonge et al. 2011) as well as data

from lensed and other star-forming galaxies from Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2014) and references therein.

The result is shown in Figure A1 for four different bins in stellar mass. The PHIBSS and COLDGASS data is shown
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in black, the other measurements are shown in gray. We also show in color fgas derived from our galaxies (UMGs

and lower mass control sample) using the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (KS relation, Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998),

relating Σgas ∝ ΣNSFR, where we take N = 1.31 (Krumholz et al. 2012). Note that these derivations are not used for

the fitting of the parametrization for fgas(m, z).

We derive fgas(m, z) and its uncertainty (95% CLs) by fitting the observed data as follows. We first perform a linear

fit forced through the COLDGASS data point at z = 0 in order to determine the slope. The error on the slope is

derived from the systematic error of the fit and the uncertainty of the data points by bootstrapping which we both

add in quadrature. In a second fit, we fix the slope to the one determined before and fit for the intercept including

error. The resulting uncertainty region as shown in Figure A1 as hatched region is then derived by the unification of

the errors of the two fits. To get a continuous function for fgas, we interpolate between the four stellar mass bins.

We compared our fit to the recent work by Genzel et al. (2015). We find that their fgas(m, z) parametrization has a

slightly steeper redshift dependence resulting in 10−30% larger gas fractions at the highest redshifts. We have verified

that our results do not change if using the Genzel et al. (2015) parametrization for fgas(m, z).


